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The Victorian period has been studied from several perspectives, including through the lens of 'separate 

spheres', a notion that suggests a compartmentalization of markers like gender and class into discrete areas 

exemplifying typical relationship patterns. As Poovey (1995) argued, however, the margins surrounding class 

and gender were full of fissures, leading scholars to argue for a more nuanced approach involving specific case 

studies to explore how gender and class intersected at a micro level (Vickery, 1993). Because sport was a means 

of reinforcing social inequalities it provides a useful vehicle for micro study and this paper uses biographical 

methods to try to understand the degree of self-determinism that women had in selecting swimming-related 

careers. Serious swimming had utilitarian value and provided feminine-appropriate activity in segregated 

surroundings, making it increasingly acceptable for women of all social classes, especially after facilities 

expanded following the Baths and Washhouses Acts of 1846 and 1878. A moral imperative, which required 

women to be attended to only by women, meant that gender-specific career routes emerged as the activity 

became more widespread. For some working-class women, swimming, packaged as entertainment, provided an 

attractive working environment and by the end of the century, professional female natationists were appearing 

in front of all classes of society on the stage, in the baths and at the seaside. Their activities stimulated interest 

at all levels of the social hierarchy and generated a demand for female swimming teachers, whose numbers 

increased significantly. Other women were employed in supervisory capacities with married couples normally 

being employed as superintendent and matron. They generally lived above the baths and other female family 

members were often employed as swimming teachers or baths employees.  

This paper initially adopts a prosopographical approach to the census data collected at ten-yearly intervals in 

England and Wales between 1841 and 1911 to explore the class origins, familial connections, and marital status 

of these women and to trace their career trajectories. Collective biographies are then outlined and the life 

courses of some key individuals are described to place them within the contemporary social context. While more 

work needs to be done to uncover what Bale (2011) calls the 'layers of truth' surrounding these biographies 

there are indications that these could tell us something interesting about females, sport and ‘separate spheres’. 

For example, the data highlights the ongoing patriarchal influences on the shaping of women’s lives. Female 

natationists were almost always introduced to the activity through fathers and brothers, swimming mistresses 

entered their careers through male connections, and matrons were almost exclusively engaged as an adjunct to 

their husband’s appointment. In these respects, even though their lives might apparently challenge any rigid 

notion of ‘separate spheres’ it seems that few women really exercised any significant degree of self-determinism 

in their career choices. The paper concludes with reflections on the usefulness of different biographical 

approaches. Higgs (1996) argued that census data cannot be used uncritically to study divisions in Victorian 

society and it is essential that prosopography is combined with more traditional approaches to biographical 

research to produce what Jockers (2013) calls, a 'blended approach'. 
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Introduction 

By the mid-nineteenth century the role of women in the workplace had been firmly established and when the 



English Woman's Journal used the 1851 census returns to analyse the extent of their involvement it estimated 

that 3,107,791 females over fifteen were being employed out of a population of 7,043,701.1 While most of these 

women came from the working class, class being assessed here with reference to occupational status,2 

thousands of middle-class women were also engaged in a range of occupations, although reformers were 

beginning to place a different emphasis on the social value and place of women. Ideas of 'refinement' prescribed 

a life of idleness for middle-class women unless absolute necessity ruled otherwise and, even then, they were 

limited to genteel trades like dressmaking or to what Charlotte Bronte described as 'governessing slavery'.3 

Increasingly, the middle-class family took on a different form, as Victorian culture sentimentalized women's 

family lives. In Sesame and Lilies John Ruskin articulated the philosophy of ‘separate spheres’, and claimed that 

women were best equipped for the private or domestic realm, while men were naturally suited to the active, 

aggressive, and intellectual domains of public life.4 Davidoff and Hall have argued that this ideology emerged as 

an integral part of the process of middle-class formation and that middle-class women subsequently withdrew 

from public life to concentrate on their domesticity.5 This perspective remains influential and several scholars 

believe that this period witnessed the demarcation of family life as private, sentimental, and feminine in 

opposition to the masculine world of public affairs.6  

 

There have been subtle and challenging analyses of this public/private dichotomy and the concept of 'separate 

spheres' has been critiqued by historians who have highlighted long-term continuities in the basic structure of 

women's work thus contradicting the argument that women's employment was constricted by capitalism and 

industrialization.7 Vickery argues that a basic separation of spheres could be applied to any culture and/or time 

period while Shoemaker suggests that the metaphor needs to be re-examined for its suitability in explaining 

gender roles, observing that the impact of ideological prescriptions on day-to-day practice was limited and that 

the spheres were never truly separate.8 This was especially pertinent further down the social scale. While 

Koditschek believes that a form of separate spheres domesticity gradually became a reality for most working 

people,9 Best points out that the 'sentimental writers who enthused about The Home and about woman’s place 

within it' were never describing a domestic situation that was normal for most of the working classes.10 In 

contrast to their middle-class counterparts, who were often salaried and in supervisory positions, working-class 

women engaged in waged manual work and they were ghettoised into unskilled, insecure, low-paid 

occupations.11 Although this wage labour was expected to be a transitional stage for young women between 

school and marriage,12 780,000 out of 3,460,000 married females were working by 185113 and paid employment 
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remained commonplace among married women for much of the century14 with most working-class families 

relying on this income.15  

 

Irrespective of issues of class, Poovey argued that the negotiation of sphere boundaries was full of fissures.16 

Consequently, the socially defined margins established for appropriate class and gender behaviour were always 

permeable and it cannot be assumed that women of any class or marital status were necessarily restricted to 

the home. Those women whose occupations transcended notional class boundaries deserve especial 

consideration since not all social classes have been treated equally by historians. Studies of gender amongst the 

nineteenth century lower-middle classes remain scarce,17 while Holt’s observation in 1996 that the lower middle 

class seemed especially obscure in leisure histories18 still resonates, certainly in terms of their positioning within 

broader historical perspectives of gender and class. There is no obvious reason why this should be the case since 

new technology has enabled a reassessment of sources and access to archives, and researchers now utilize a 

range of methods, both qualitative and quantitative.19 For those interested in biographies, quantitative methods 

such as prosopography, whereby details of a group of historical actors are collated to identify and analyse trends 

in the data, can help contextualise historical processes and explain ideological or cultural change, especially 

within previously hidden strata of society, as well as identifying the interconnections that form social networks,20 

or the influence of family on life courses. Wray Vamplew, for example, identified that the number of golf 

professionals grew from 679 in 1907 to 941 in 1913 and that 64.7% of professionals shared their surname with 

at least one other professional, thereby uncovering the importance of kinship to this group.21  

 

On the downside, a large-scale quantifiable approach can marginalize individual lives and deprive historical 

narrative of its richness, and smaller, more detailed, collective or individual biographies can better enable 

previously hidden lives and individual experiences to be illuminated instead of being subsumed within the 

historical context. As Abrams argued, 'history' happens at the micro-social level of individuals, so historians 

should strive to capture what was important to the people who lived their lives, irrespective of their social 

status.22 For Lemire, 'The humble, ubiquitous practices that characterized plebeian lives are fertile ground for 

historical enquiry, mirroring in their collective daily acts the evolving expectations and aspirations of each 

generation'.23 Learning about the mundane is more difficult than investigating the extraordinary though and 

exposing these lives is not an easy undertaking. Kay pointed out that the lives of many ordinary suffrage activists 

and sportswomen went unrecorded and Hill suggested that reconstructing the experiences of ordinary people 

requires the interrogation of new kinds of sources, as well as the imaginative use of methods.24 Since the 

individual life course cannot, on its own, lead to any definitive conclusions about wider experiences of class and 

gender it pays historians to consider combining individual, collective and prosopographical approaches, not only 

to uncover previously hidden lives, connections and networks but also to add significantly to wider historical 

debates, such as those surrounding gender and women’s engagement in sport.  
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Contemporary scholars have argued for a more nuanced approach to studying the diversity of female 

experiences involving specific case studies that explore economic roles, social lives, institutional opportunities 

and personal preoccupations, to illustrate how gender and class intersected at a micro level.25 This paper adopts 

that approach through an investigation of the social impact of an increase in Victorian public baths and 

washhouses, which provided a working environment for single and married women from different social 

backgrounds. This ongoing project involves engaging with all biographical methods, including a substantial and 

still-evolving prosopographical database of women with swimming connections compiled from census data 

collected in England and Wales between 1841 and 1911,26 to explore their class origins, familial connections, 

and marital status and to trace their career trajectories. One focus here is on the influence of male family 

connections and the implications this has for assessing the impact of patriarchy on female life courses and the 

degree of self-determinism that women had in selecting swimming-related careers.  

 

Women in Sport 

Nineteenth-century women may have adopted many roles in society but they did not enjoy infinite 

possibilities,27 especially in activities such as sport. Because individuals operate within the constraints of their 

social world, inequalities such as those related to social status and gender are always reflected within the 

sporting landscape28 so the separate spheres argument, providing it is valid, supposedly shaped concepts of 

what were suitable physical activities for women and established limited behavioural and spatial boundaries,29 

based on both class and gender.30 In her role as sportswoman, as in her role as wife and mother, a woman was 

expected to behave in an exemplary fashion and to display feminine traits,31 while remaining subservient to the 

male in all respects. McCrone notes that team sports were believed to develop character traits normally reserved 

for men and that if women played them without restriction, the sports would be feminised and women 

masculinised. Women had an easier time winning public approval in individual sports such as archery, lawn 

tennis and golf, which required membership in socially exclusive, often mixed, clubs, and involved the 

production of aesthetically pleasing images, thus according much more with social and cultural images of genteel 

womanliness.32 On a note of caution, though, it needs to be recognized that distinctive class differences always 

existed within this gender context and that McCrone also highlights the dangers of adopting 'illusions of sisterly 

solidarity' since women had no desire to associate on the playing field with people they would never have 

entertained in their drawing rooms.33 Parratt has criticised the explanatory models, theories, and perspectives 

on class used by the mainly middle-class historians of women’s sport, because of their concentration on the 

experiences of educated, bourgeois females to the exclusion of working-class women.34 For example, the 

femininity question which hindered the development of generations of middle-class games players was less of 
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a problem for lower order women because they were excluded ordinarily from society’s definition of ‘feminine,’ 

and thus concerns about the effects on ‘ladies’ of physical overstrain.35  

 

Swimming 

Although both sexes in Britain engaged in bathing at the beginning of the nineteenth century, often under the 

supervision of local 'bathers' at the seaside, swimming for exercise remained a primarily male activity. As the 

century progressed, swimming became socially acceptable for women because it had utilitarian value as a 

lifesaving activity, it took place in an environment that masked physical effort, and it provided mild, beneficial 

exercise in segregated surroundings.36 Female doctors were among its leading advocates on the basis that it was 

good for the lungs and allowed women to use their muscles in a natural and healthy manner, while also helping 

them to bear healthy children.37 Widening female participation was facilitated by an increase in baths provision 

following the 1846 Baths and Washhouses Act, the catalyst for which was widespread concern over the 

`condition' of the people, physically, socially and morally, and the subsequent Public Baths and Washhouses Act 

of 1878.38 By 1915, there were 343 public baths and 69 wash-houses in Britain, maintained by public authorities 

who encouraged schools swimming, charged low prices, enabling working-class access,39 employed swimming 

teachers and made at least some provision for women swimmers, many of whom were now taking the activity 

seriously. Aquatic enthusiasts could be found in all levels of the social hierarchy and in all parts of the country. 

The clientele of the Brighton Baths included many aristocratic women, as did the Bath Club in London, while 

many middle-class women enjoyed swimming in clubs such as the Ladies (Amateur) Cadogan Swimming Club 

and the Ladies' Tadpole Swimming Club. Swimming was increasingly encouraged among schoolgirls40 and by 

1898 there were many ‘working women's clubs',41 although the physical realities of childbearing and child care 

left most working-class women with little time for leisure.42  

 

Despite its popularity, patriarchal baths’ committees initially only set aside one or two days per week for women, 

perhaps just for a few hours at a time and generally at the least popular opening times. The Dulwich Baths for 

example, consisted of two baths but ladies’ day was scheduled only for Wednesdays, 10 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.43 Even 

when dedicated facilities were provided, female swimmers found their swimming spaces restricted. At the 

Lambeth Baths, opened in 1897, the first-class men’s pool was 132 feet by 40 feet while the women’s pool was 

56 feet by 25 feet. In the winter season, only the women’s pool was opened and used as a first- and second-

class men’s pool and a women’s pool, in rotation. This practice had repercussions for the professional swimmers 

who used these facilities and for the increasing number of women employed in various categories at the baths, 

from swimming teachers, cashiers and matrons to bath attendants.44 Many of these roles had emerged following 

the Acts of 1846 and 1878, which had increased facilities and stimulated a limited degree of gender equality in 

the work-place as more women participated in segregated spaces. They reflected a status hierarchy within the 

female swimming community with older, married matrons overseeing the working lives of less respectable 

colleagues such as baths attendants and laundry women (see Table 1).  

 

Insert Table 1 here 
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Professional swimmers 

An emerging sport and leisure culture in the Victorian period provided opportunities for several working-class 

female professional swimmers (‘natationists’),45 who were influential in paving the way for the thousands of 

women swimming regularly by the turn of the century, not least through their aquatic demonstrations and 

teaching of skills in the public baths. While it has been argued that the number of natationists was insignificant,46 

the evidence suggests otherwise and that swimming, often packaged as entertainment, provided an attractive 

working environment for several female professionals who were appearing before all classes of society by the 

end of the century. Natationists displayed their diving skills, held their breath underwater, swam in endurance 

events, raced for money, produced and performed in aquatic entertainments, and taught swimming and 

lifesaving. A popular feature of their performances was ornamental or scientific swimming, which displayed a 

range of aquatic skills in an artistic manner much like modern-day synchronized swimming. In terms of 

remuneration, Violet Mitchell was paid £2 per week in 1893, and four years later, swimmers at the Westminster 

Aquarium were being paid between £1 and £2 per week, although high divers like Annie Luker were paid 

substantially more. These women generally received much more public approval than other professional 

sportswomen of the period, partly because of their age, marital status and bodily appearance, and partly 

because swimming was regarded as an acceptable female activity. While their physical appearance had much to 

do with their appeal to many male admirers, their skill was widely appreciated, primarily because female 

spectators would become accustomed to seeing females swimming easily and would want to ‘acquire the 

knowledge and skill which would enable them to do the same’. The contribution that their public exhibitions 

made to the development of female swimming was significant and, thanks partly to their example, swimming 

became a popular means of providing women with a 'counterpoise to their more sedentary employments and 

physically less active life'.47 

 

The research conducted to this point suggests that this was an alternative, albeit intermittent, way of earning a 

living for a few women in this period. Most were single and their class status is highlighted by the occupation of 

fathers and spouses, which suggests that many of these women emerged from the margins between the working 

and middle class (see Table 2 for some examples).  

Insert Table 2 here 

Not surprisingly, many of these women had family connections to the activity and it is here that the patriarchal 

influence on career choices becomes obvious. The development of swimming throughout the century relied 

heavily on the activities of swimming families who included summer seasons at seaside resorts as well as 

appearances in variety theatres and music halls. Female family members proved particularly popular and 

families like the Wards and the Finneys relied on their contributions to attract spectators to their shows. Alfred 

Ward was an ‘agent, teacher of swimming and dancing’ living in Hampstead in 1881, along with ten-year-old 

Minnie, and in 1883, Ward, now swimming master at Hammersmith Baths, gave an exhibition in Ramsgate with 

his ‘naiad’ of a daughter, ‘whose grace and dexterity in the water are well worth witnessing’. By 1891, Ward, 

‘professional swimmer and house decorator’, was living in Kensington with Alfred (eighteen), ‘professional 

swimmer and stationary assistant’, Florence (seventeen), ‘professional swimmer and upholsters helper’, Ernest 

(fifteen), ‘professional swimmer and bookbinder’s assistant’, and Maud (thirteen) ‘professional swimmer’.48 One 

of the few aquatic entertainers who managed to sustain his career into the twentieth century was James Finney, 

only eighteen in 1881 but already a ‘teacher of swimming’ in Oldham. He was a regular competitor during the 
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1880s, and well known in the music halls. He was a major attraction as a tank exhibitor in Glasgow and Dundee 

during 1884, and his attempt on the underwater record at the Canterbury Music Hall in Lambeth in April 1886 

attracted a large audience. He often performed alongside his sister Marie (Mary), who was presented with a 

gold medal in 1889 in recognition of her ‘clever and plucky dive’ from London Bridge. Finney was in Battersea in 

1891, and registered as a ‘teacher of swimming’, as was his sister, then nineteen. Following the example set, 

among others, by the Beckwith family in the 1880s, Finney appeared in America with Marie in 1894 and he was 

back in America with daughter Elsie several times between 1906 and 1910. He also spent much of 1911 in 

America performing with Elsie, as did his other daughters Maud Evelyn and Ethel Gladys, both professional 

swimmers.49 A similar scenario is played out wherever aquatic families appear in the records and it is reasonable 

to surmise that these female professionals, while transcending traditional notions of feminine behaviour and 

stretching the credibility of the ‘separate spheres’ argument, lacked any real self-determinism in terms of their 

career choice. As in similar activities such as the circus their personal desires were likely to be superseded by the 

needs of the family and the wishes of the patriarch. In this respect they were not alone since a similar trend can 

be identified in other swimming-related groups. 

 

Swimming teachers 

The art of swimming required instruction and the opportunity for a female to earn a living as a professional 

swimming teacher was a direct result of the increasing popularity of the activity among women, the expansion 

in indoor facilities and ongoing concerns about maintaining the segregation of the sexes. The socially preferred 

practice of swimming teachers teaching their own sex became even more entrenched during the late nineteenth 

century with one author observing that it was not possible for a girl's father or brothers to teach her swimming 

since the English had not yet adopted the French approach and 'it is to be hoped we never shall'. In 1859, the 

Leeds Times appealed for female swimmers to pass on their expertise to the next generation and suggested that 

swimming mistresses could be brought over from France while fathers should be allowed to teach their own 

children in infancy.50 Another writer that year suggested that if a swimming mistress was attached to each bath 

females might ‘readily learn an art which would assist in prolonging and saving many a life’51 and in 1860, the 

English Woman’s Journal argued that strong-bodied, steady-minded young women should be trained as 

swimming mistresses. Gradually, as swimming teaching became more widely accepted as an appropriate way 

for a woman to earn a livelihood, the supply of female professional teachers increased to the point where Bell’s 

Life was bemoaning in 1879 the general apathy about female swimming given that there was no lack of female 

teachers.52 In 1889, the Excelsoir Ladies Swimming Club, which met once a week at the Battersea Baths and had 

many Board School mistresses among its members, engaged a swimming mistress for instruction during the 

summer.53 Outside London, the ladies swimming club in Rochester, Kent, reported in 1884 that one of the club's 

employees taught any members who needed assistance with improved swimming techniques.54 When the 

Portsmouth Club advertised that same year for a female attendant who was able to swim and instruct they were 

offering fifteen shillings a week for 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day, 2 p.m. on Saturdays with Sundays free.55 In 1885, 

the club employed Helga Lassen of Copenhagen to act as its 'lady instructress' and she gave displays of 
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ornamental swimming at the club's gala.56  

 

Opportunities were clearly expanding for those with expertise and the census data shows an increasing number 

of females giving swimming teaching as their occupation with the nine swimming mistresses recorded in 1871 

becoming 110 by 1911. In analysing this data, only individuals who used the term swimming ‘mistress’, ‘teacher’ 

or ‘instructor’ were considered and those who taught swimming but preferred to call themselves something 

else, such as aquatic entertainer, bath attendant or professional swimmer, have been excluded. In all, 233 

swimming teachers have been identified and the evidence suggests that the class of women involved was 

consistent with that of the professional swimmers (see Table 3), which is not surprising since there was 

considerable crossover between these swimming constituencies with teachers performing entertainments and 

natationists running teaching classes. Fanny (Nellie) Easton, for example, worked as a swimming mistress at the 

Hornsey Road Baths between 1881 and 1911, as well as organizing and appearing in swimming entertainments, 

and Nellie is revisited in more detail at the end of this paper. 

 

Insert Table 3 here. 

 

In sports like swimming, where finesse and skill were paramount, family involvement tended to be sustained 

over generations and in several instances women were introduced into the occupation by male relatives. William 

Tuohy was giving swimming exhibitions in 1851 and fifty years later his whole family was involved in swimming. 

Tuohy was a ‘swimming instructor’ and Sarah, his wife, was a ‘swimming instructress’, as were daughters Sarah 

and Mary, both of whom later taught swimming in Nottingham.57 Fathers like William were especially important 

facilitators of female teaching careers. In 1879, Miss Whyte, swimming mistress at the Chelsea and South 

Kensington Baths, was afforded a financially successful benefit at which she went through some 'clever feats of 

natation.'58 Her father, Charles Whyte, was variously the swimming master and instructor at Harrow School, and 

the professor in residence at the King Street Baths, Camden Town. He sat on the first committee of the 

Professional Swimming Association in 1881, and as swimming master at Paddington Public Baths he organized 

annual swimming entertainments. Having married, and now calling herself Mrs Crocker, she was still the 

swimming teacher at the Kensington baths in 1893 where her 'able system of training' had turned many novices 

into accomplished swimmers. In August 1894 she could be seen teaching in a costume of heliotrope flannel, with 

silk-scalloped edging to the tunic and décolletage. She was a 'clever and painstaking teacher and very popular in 

the club' and five of her pupils passed the Life Saving Society examination in 1895.59 Other prominent 

practitioners included the Humphrey sisters, Charlotte and Jane, whose father had been a leading swimming 

teacher and organizer, and several similar examples of patriarchal influence can be observed in much of the 

current data (see Table 4). 

 

Insert Table 4 here 

 

Baths employees 

The new baths required staffing, ranging from the matrons who adopted managerial roles to the laundresses 

and washerwomen at the other end of the social scale. Reflecting their status with baths committees and 

customers, the ‘servants’ listed at the Hastings baths in 1873 included a ticket clerk, a carpenter, an engineer, a 

laundress and male and female bath attendants who were paid 10 shillings a week.60 It should be noted at this 
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point that there are significant difficulties in identifying attendants specifically employed at public baths and 

washhouses rather than in other facilities such as Turkish baths or medical establishments. Census records rarely 

enable the researcher to distinguish between these positions and, even within the public baths, the term 'bath 

attendant' encompassed many different roles. The data is, therefore, being subjected to as much scrutiny as is 

possible through triangulation with other sources, although this is difficult since the study of previously hidden 

individuals is the study of those who rarely appear in the records. The further one goes down the social scale 

the more problematic this becomes. Newspaper reports, for example, generally ignored the lowly bath 

attendant although they can provide supporting evidence for those in supervisory positions such as matrons. 

 

Attendants 

Bath attendants played an essential part in the running of the baths, although their role, which often included 

teaching swimming, was always fluid with individuals working around the facility according to demand. In 1887, 

John Butters observed there were a number of competent teachers on the staff at the Edinburgh Baths but from 

‘excess of work’ they were unable to devote any attention to teaching, their time being devoted to the safety of 

swimmers, cleaning, and attending to customers requiring hot baths.61 Some of these duties might take them 

into the front office and adverts from Leeds in 1895 and Liverpool in 1899 specified that applicants for the role 

of 'female attendant and clerk' at the public baths had to be able to swim.62 As with swimming teachers, 

attendants normally looked after bathers of their own sex, although women were paid less than men. The 

weekly wage of a male bath attendant in Liverpool in 1856 was 24 shillings, not much better than the average 

manual wage of the period,63 but when the Portsmouth Club advertised in 1884 for a female attendant who was 

also able to teach they only offered fifteen shillings a week for up to six hours a day with Sundays free.64 At 

Dulwich Baths in 1892, Mrs Mary Anderson was hired for twenty shillings a week, while William Sanderson 

received twenty-five shillings.65 

 

In all, 1,242 female bathing attendants have been identified so far and the census data indicates an increasing 

number of females giving 'bath attendant' as their occupation, especially after the 1878 Act, with the 75 bath 

attendants recorded in 1871 rising to 455 by 1911. Both married and single women were involved, although the 

'single' category needs further investigation since there may be some important conclusions to be drawn here 

about the category of ‘widows’, many of whom would have become single again in their fifties.66 The proportion 

of single women remains constant while those with family connections appear to reduce steadily suggesting 

that the occupational area was becoming more widely available. Unlike the natationists and teachers, a family 

background in the activity was not a significant factor and this probably relates to the more menial and less 

specialized role that the bath attendant played in which high levels of transferable knowledge were not required. 

In addition, the class of women involved was essentially similar across censuses with significant numbers 

emerging from the skilled working classes and lower middle-class (see Table 5).  

 

Insert Table 5 here 

 

Matrons 

A married couple were often employed as baths' superintendent and matron and lived above the baths. Richard 

Whitehead and his wife, Anne, were appointed as Superintendent and Matron of Blackfriars-street Public Baths, 

Salford, in 1880. Richard received £91 per annum and Anne £26 per annum, plus accommodation on-site in the 
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purpose-built staff apartment, with free coal, gas, and water.67 When the Cardiff Corporation advertised for a 

general manager and wife, to attend the ladies’ baths, they offered a joint salary of £70 per annum with 

accommodation, house coals and gas provided free of charge.68 Typically the husband would hire the staff and 

run the baths while his wife acted as money-taker69 as well as providing a public face for the couple. Visitors to 

the Ladies’ Tadpole Swimming Club races in September 1893 were entertained to tea by Mrs Middleweek, the 

matron, who was 'courtesy itself'.70 Part of the attraction of the post of superintendent and matron was that 

other family members could be employed. John Howarth was bath superintendent at Victoria Baths in Ormskirk 

in 1871 and he was still the baths manager in 1881 when wife Agnes was the matron and daughter Frances was 

a swimming teacher. The 1891 census lists John as the baths manager, Agnes as superintendent and both 

Frances, now aged twenty-six, and nineteen-year-old Edith as teachers of swimming.71 The prosopographical 

data highlights this family influence in determining women's engagement at supervisory level within the baths 

and shows that almost all of those involved were married, normally to the superintendent (see Table 6).  

 

Insert Table 6 here 

 

Conclusion 

The overall picture given by the data collected so far indicates that an increasing number of Victorian and 

Edwardian working-class women, both married and single, were being employed within the new public baths, 

often because of family influence, although this depended on the level at which they were engaged. While every 

swimming-related life-course reflected the context in which it was lived the evidence suggests that the careers 

of many of these women did not always conform to the discourses surrounding the impact of the ‘domesticity’ 

ideology on gender employment patterns in this period. The way in which they transgressed traditional notions 

of separate spheres reinforces the argument that gender roles were not always constrained by stereotypical and 

artificially created boundaries, especially among those who straddled the boundaries between the working and 

middle classes. This highlights the need for historians to avoid writing about the middle class as one amorphous 

mass and making assumptions about the extent that values were shared across this class. The ‘separate spheres’ 

ideology was often stretched at the edges and women's involvement was not inevitably restricted by ideological 

constraints. Having said that, the data also makes it clear that for many female swimming communities the 

influence of patriarchy in determining career choices was significant. Female natationists were almost always 

introduced to the activity through fathers and brothers, swimming mistresses entered their careers through 

male connections, and matrons were almost exclusively engaged as an adjunct to their husband’s appointment. 

In these respects, even though their lives might apparently challenge any rigid notion of ‘separate spheres’ it 

seems that few women really exercised any significant degree of self-determinism in their working lives. 

 

Methodological reflections 

While prosopography has been useful in uncovering some common characteristics of these different but related 

swimming groups and identifying their social networks,72 this analysis highlights the limitations of relying solely 

on quantitative methodology and much more work needs to be done to uncover what Bale called the 'layers of 

truth' surrounding these female careers.73 These prosopographical catalogues, based primarily on census data, 

have proved useful in helping to identify future research directions and have enabled evaluation and 
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experimentation to occur before more detailed studies focusing on individuals and collectives are undertaken,74 

but they need to be treated with caution. Higgs stressed that quantitative data is not necessarily 'raw material' 

for unbiased scientific analysis, it is also a human construct and if census collection and recording was itself part 

of the process by which gender divisions were defined, it cannot be used uncritically to study these divisions in 

Victorian society. Without knowledge of local economic and social conditions and a grasp of how census data 

collection changed, the historian could end up building ‘elaborate quantitative mansions on shifting archival 

sands’.75 It is essential, therefore, that prosopography is combined with other methods of biographical research 

to produce what Jockers calls, a 'blended approach'.76 Diverse interrogations and interpretations of the source 

material, presented through different modes of expression, will rarely, if ever, result in a consensus but they all 

add to the richness of the history landscape, a richness that can often come only from a more detailed reading 

of individual biographies, such as that of swimming teacher Nellie Easton (see Figure 1).  

 

Insert Figure 1 here 

 

Fanny Elizabeth (Nellie) Dear nee Easton might appear as a name on a prosopographical spreadsheet but the 

bare facts of her life course tell the reader little about the woman. She was born in Middlesex in 1854 to 

cordwainer Charles Dear and wife Emma, and married to James Allford in 1873.77 A year later she was in the 

divorce courts accused of co-habiting with costermonger Levi Jackson, committing adultery with an unknown 

man in Hyde Park, and leading the life of a common prostitute. The judge found for the husband and the divorce 

was made absolute in 1875.78 Two years later, Fanny, 22, spinster and machinist, was married to David Henry 

Easton, 20, a shorthand clerk, 79 whose brother, T.C. Easton, later became hon. sec. of the Professional Swimming 

Association.80  

 

Despite her chequered early life, Nellie subsequently established herself as a highly respected teacher and 

aquatic entertainer. By the 1881 census, she was describing herself as a swimming mistress and over the next 

thirty years, she appeared regularly inside and outside of London, with and without her pupils.81 By 1888, she 

was swimming mistress at nine Metropolitan Baths and her aquatic exhibitions were proving extremely 

popular.82 At Bath in 1888, Nellie was introduced as the most accomplished lady swimmer in England and 

someone who had taught more women to swim than any other female teacher in Britain. During her exhibition, 

she went through several different styles of swimming, including revolving in the water.83 Her exhibitions for the 

South-East London Swimming Club in September 1888 were of an 'extremely pleasing character' and her plain 

and ornamental swimming was considered 'fetching'. Described as a charming and beautifully proportioned 
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woman with three children, her promotions emphasized that she did not wear corsets in the water and the 

public were invited to inspect her clothing to double check.84  

 

Nellie was extremely active during the 1890s. In Bristol in September 1890, Nellie and her pupil Ada Clare, went 

through a programme of eighteen items of ornamental swimming and floating,85 and when the Islington baths 

in Hornsey Road, were opened in July 1892, Nellie, the swimming instructress, gave an exhibition.86 In August 

1891, 'three clever lady swimmers’, Nellie, Belle White and Rose Gamble, appeared at Ilfracombe Hotel Baths,87 

and Belle White was with Nellie again in Bristol in September, giving an exhibition of ornamental swimming and 

floating that was loudly applauded.88 At the opening of the Dulwich Baths in 1892, Nellie and her pupils gave an 

aquatic display of ornamental swimming89 and she was at Ilfracombe again in August with Belle White, Connie 

Stevenson and Rose Potter.90 When the Camberwell Public Baths and Wash houses opened in October 1892, 

Nellie and her pupils gave an exhibition of swimming and floating.91 She acted as starter at the annual swimming 

competitions of the Girls' Division of the London Pupil Teachers' Association at the Hornsey Road Baths in 189392 

and gave swimming entertainments at the Baths in September 1894, assisted by many of her lady pupils, ranging 

from babies upwards, who made a ‘grand show, none having the slightest fear of the water, plunging and 

swimming about like so many ducks’. Nellie, ‘besides being a perfect swimmer herself, certainly has the power 

to impart her skill to that of her pupils’.93 At the Victoria Swimming Club in July 1894, the programme concluded 

with an aquatic performance by Nellie and pupils94 and when the third of Islington's public baths was opened in 

April 1895, Nellie entertained spectators with a variety of swimming feats.95 

 

In the 1901 census Nellie was describing herself as a ‘swimming mistress (Own account)’ and ten years later she 

was a ‘swimming instructress’, again working on her 'Own account', at the County Council Public Baths. 

Contradicting reports of her having had children, the census enumerator recorded that she had had no children 

during her 34 years of marriage.96 Nellie died on 19 June 1919, leaving effects worth £2,723 10s. 9d (£280,636.45 

in today's money).97  

 

This type of research makes connections between historian and subject in a way that is not possible with 

prosopography and reflects the dynamic relationship that always exists between the historian and the past. E.H. 

Carr, for example, emphasized the historian's need of imaginative understanding for the people being 

considered and argued that history cannot be written unless the historian can connect with the mind of those 

being studied.98 Generating an emotional engagement with individual and collective biographies brings with it 
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of course some inherent dangers and there is always a need for vigilance since historians sometimes veer too 

far towards the production of hagiographies and there have been examples of poor research leading to the 

reproduction of errors and the creation of myths. Given that many sources are biased, or distort and filter the 

‘truth’, all of them need interpretation and as this exploration into female swimming careers progresses, through 

an ongoing combination of methodologies and the careful triangulation of sources, confidence in those 

interpretations will mature to the point at which they satisfy Johnes’ ambition for a history where ‘assertions 

are qualified and the nuances of the past are clear’.99  
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